WonderWink Women's Scrubs Romeo Six-Pocket Flare Leg Pant
Review-2021

65% Polyester, 35% Cotton
Imported
Drawstring closure
Machine Wash
Work-ready cargo pant featuring flared leg, elastic drawstring waist, and six pockets
Side vents at cuffs
Signature ID bungee loopExpect Compliments
Setting the standards in the healthcare uniforms industry.
WonderWink captures the fresh, fun, and exciting essence of uniforms through our fit, fabrication,
and designs to bring you the ultimate experience: Medical scrubs that change your attitude in the
best way!
Great Value
Trend Right styles that are proven best sellers
Classic easy going poly/cotton fabric blend
Extra details in every style
Extensive Color choices
WonderWink Romeo 6-Pocket Flare Leg Scrub Pant
WonderWink Is Where Fashion Begins in Scrubs. Offering a wide variety of styles, fabrics, fits, and
functionalities we have something you'll love.
WonderWink Romeo flare leg cargo scrub pant is crafted in soft poly cotton blend material and in
true utility style, features six pockets and an ID bungee loop for convenience. This popular scrub
pant has a half back elastic waist with drawstring closure that can be tucked in or displayed outside
of the waist. With Origins you can expect scrubs with excellent functionality and a figure flattering,
professional look at a great value.
WonderWink 'Lady' fit
6 pockets, 1/2 elastic waistband with flare leg
Convertible drawstring - placement allows drawstring to be tucked inside the pant or displayed
outside of it
Signature ID bungee loop
Available in XXS-5XL
Petite XXS-3XL
Tall XS-3XL
6016
6026
Matching Scrub Top(s)
WonderWink Bravo
WonderWink Charlie
Number of Pockets
2 lower pockets including 1 WonderWink signature triple pocket with a hidden mesh pocket (5 Total)
2 lower pockets including 1 WonderWink signature triple pocket with a hidden mesh pocket (5 Total)
WonderWink Fit

Neckline
V-Neck
Y-Neck Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description,
sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

